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Abstract

The purpose of a learner is to make changes in a
performance system to do similar tasks more effec-
tively the next time. The meaning of “more effec-
tively” can be only asserted in the context of the
learner’s goals. Three types of learning goals can
be distinguished in the context of planning systems:
domain goals, planning efficiency goals, and plan
efficiency or plan quality goals. Most work to date
on learning for problem solving has focused on the
first two types. We present a learning mechanism
that focuses on the third type, namely learning con-
trol knowledge to improve plan quality, and give
some preliminary results on the use of this method
in a process planning domain.

1 Introduction

The goal of learning is to make changes in a system to do
the same task or tasks drawn from the same population more
effectively the next time [27]. The requirement that a sys-
tem improve performance for learning to take place is widely
accepted, but performance improvement can be asserted only
on the context of the learner’s goals. In this paper we focus
on learning in the context of problem solving, in particu-
lar on learners for which the performance system is a plan-
ner [6, 20, 29, 2, 15, 10]. All learning is goal driven as the
content of what is learned and the mechanism by which it is
learned are driven by the criteria along which the system’s
performance should improve, even though such goal is not
explicitly represented. In the case of learning for planning
systems three kinds of learning goals can be distinguished,
namely domain goals, planning efficiency goals, and plan ef-
ficiency or plan quality goals. The next sections describe
these types of learning goals, propose a mechanism for learn-
ing to satisfy plan quality goals, and present some preliminary
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results of this mechanism. Learning to generate production-
quality plans is an essential element in transforming planners
from research tools into real-world applications [17].

2 Learning Goals

This section describes three kinds of goals for learners in the
context of problem solving systems, namely domain goals,
planning efficiency goals, and plan efficiency goals. In the
case of intelligent autonomous agents the learner’s goals may
be a combination of goals of these three types.

� Learning driven by domain goals: Learning is prompted
by a lack of knowledge on the part of the planner about
the domain in which problems are being solved. The
planner’s representation of the domain may be incom-
plete or inaccurate. This lack of knowledge makes the
planner fail to solve certain problems, and a procedure is
needed to acquire more knowledge or correct the existing
one. Research in knowledge engineering has addressed
this problem at different levels of automation. In the case
of planning systems several research efforts have focused
in fully automating this process. In EXPO [9] learning by
experimentation is triggered when plan execution moni-
toringdetects a divergence between the planner’s internal
expectations on the consequences of an action and the
actual consequences of the action in the world. EXPO
is an active learner as it first generates hypotheses that
explain what went wrong, and then devises experiments
to test them. In the work in [30] learning is triggered
when sequences of actions of other agents are observed.
LIVE [26] learns and discovers from the environment by
creating rules upon noticing changes in the environment
when actions are taken during exploration. The goal is to
infer the laws of the environment that enable the learner
to solve problems. The type of learning performed by
all these systems goes beyond the reformulation of the
planner’s initial knowledge and is known as learning at
the knowledge level [4].

� Learning driven by planning efficiency goals: In this
case the goal of learning is to improve the efficiency of
the planning process. These techniques are also known
as speed-up learning. One can see them as acquiring no
new knowledge, but more effective ways of expressing
the knowledge that the system already implicitly has.
After learning, if no resource bound existed at problem
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solving time, the planner would be able to solve, more
efficiently, the same problems it was able to solve before
learning. However in practice resource bounds do exist,
and the effect of the learned knowledge is to increase
the solvability horizon [29, 13]: many problems that
could not be solved withina particular resource bound are
solved using the learned knowledge within that bound or
a smaller one. This type of learning is considered symbol-
level learning [4]. Several techniques have been used in
this framework, including learning search control knowl-
edge [21, 20, 5, 23], macro-operators [6, 25], abstrac-
tion hierarchies [18], and problem-solving cases [29].
PRODIGY/EBL [20] attempts to learn after every problem
solving episode, actively selecting target concepts. Then
the learner deliberates whether to remember the newly
acquired knowledge according to estimates of its utility
on reducing the search effort.

� Learning driven by plan quality, or plan efficiency, goals:
Here the goal of learning is to improve the quality of the
plans generated. Our work focuses on this kind of learn-
ing goals. Section 4 describes the approach we propose.
The learner builds new control knowledge by analyzing
previous experience, and that knowledge guides subse-
quent search towards better plans. Learning is triggered
by the possibility of improving the quality of the solution
obtained with the planner’s current control knowledge.
The planner’s domain theory is extended with a func-
tion that evaluates the quality of a plan. In particular
the metric we use is related to plan execution cost, or
the efficiency of the plans when they are executed, in-
stead of the efficiency of the process of finding those
plans. Learning consists in a reformulation task of the
plan evaluation function into control knowledge usable
by the planner at problem solving time.

Many of the existing machine learning systems with these
learning goals address the question of when to learn by
attempting to learn in response to every problem solving
episode, and the question of how to learn by applying a single
method, and therefore they are not goal-driven in the sense
of [19]. In addition they do not consider trade-offs between
learning time, accuracy of the learned knowledge, and cost of
making mistakes if that knowledge is not correct [24, 3].

3 Measuring Plan Quality and Planning Efficiency

Section 2 enumerated three types of goals for learners in the
context of planning systems. In this section we elaborate on
them. Plan quality metrics can be classified in three large
groups. 1 The planner solutions can be compared in terms
of their execution cost, their robustness or reliability under
unexpected circumstances, and the satisfaction of the client
with the solution itself (for example the accuracy of the result,
or the comfort it provides to the user):

� Some of the factors that affect a plan’s execution cost can
be computed by summing over all the steps or operators
in the plan, that is Ctotal = �ci where Ctotal is the
total cost of executing the plan and ci is the cost for
each operator. ci can be the operator execution time,

1[22] presents a detailed taxonomy of plan quality metrics.

the cost of the resources used by the step, or 1 if the
measure is simply the length of the plan or total number of
actions. Several factors that influence a plan’s execution
cost are the execution time, the material resources, the
agent skill requirements (which refers to the extent to
which an agent can perform an action; plans with less
agent skill requirements are typically less expensive),
and plan complexity, both at the level of each operator
complexity and its cost in time and resources, and at the
level of the plan structure, where the plan topology and
concurrency on the use of resources may dictate the plan
execution time.

� By robustness of a plan we mean its ability to respond
well under changing or uncertain conditions. A plan’s
execution may fail because of unexpected environmental
changes or events, of actions not having their intended
effects (the resources are not reliable, or the operators
outcome is uncertain), or even of inadequacies of the
planner itself. When a failure occurs, execution of a plan
may go awry and produce outcomes considerably differ-
ent from the desired goal. Therefore the quality of a plan
depends on its reliability and its potential for recovery
after a failure. The system may use pre-defined failure
recovery methods upon failure so execution can con-
tinue [12], and/or learn new knowledge that will guide
future search towards more robust plans.

� Other factors of plan quality can hardly be considered
in the previous categories and in some cases are hard
to quantify. For example, the human user may prefer
a plan that takes him from one city to another in first
class instead of second class. Shopping at a discount
store is very different from shopping a at a very fancy
exclusive store; the quality of the shopping experience is
not reduced to the savings obtained or the speed at which
one gets in and out. In a process planning domain the
degree of accuracy required in a part may influence the
choice of machine or tool to perform a given operation,
if the result has to satisfy a fine-grain tolerance.

The goal of finding good quality plans is different from that
of reducing the effort required to generate plans. If only
limited resources (time or space) are available for planning,
the planner may have to trade off solution quality in order to
find a solution at all. The planning cost depends on both the
time (measured as time spent in pure planning, or amortized
when planning and learning are interleaved) and the space (for
example, number of nodes expanded) spent during problem
solving. When planning and learning are interleaved and the
planner stores knowledge that will be useful later, a long-term
use of space has to be considered, as there is usually a trade-off
among the amount of knowledge stored, the cost of accessing
and reusing it, and the savings on search gained from it [20].
In many domains there exist trade-offs among the different
types of quality metrics, as in the shopping example above,
and also between plan quality and planning efficiency. These
trade-offs and the quality metrics themselves may vary over
time. The work on learning control knowledge described in
this paper concentrates only on improving plan quality. We
focus in particular on quality metrics related to plan execution
efficiency that are expressed as evaluation functions additive
on the cost of individual operators.



4 Learning to Improve Plan Quality

To date no work has focused on automatically acquiring search
control knowledge to improve plan quality. Such learning sys-
tem would address the third type of learning goals presented
in Section 2. This section presents work in progress for the au-
tomatic acquisition of quality-enhancing control knowledge.
Our goal is to have a system that improves over experience
the quality of the plans it generates by learning control knowl-
edge to guide the search. This approach is different from other
work on plan quality which focuses instead on the post-facto
modification of each generated plan [7, 16]. As mentioned
in Section 3, we have concentrated on quality metrics related
to plan execution cost. Figure 1 shows the architecture of
the current system, built on top of the PRODIGY nonlinear
planner [1].

Prodigy

Problems

Plans

Objective function
(domain dependent)

Domain Knowledge
-operators
-inference rules

Control Knowledge
for better plans

Control Knowledge
for faster planning

Figure 1: Architecture of a system to learn control knowledge
to improve the quality of plans.

The system is given a domain theory (operators and infer-
ence rules) and a domain-dependent objective function that
describes the quality of the plans. It is also given problems
to solve in that domain. The system learns control knowl-
edge by analyzing the problem-solving episodes, in particular
comparing the search trace for the planner solution given the
current control knowledge, and another search trace corre-
sponding to a better solution (better according to the evalua-
tion function), and explaining why one solution is better than
the other. The output is search control knowledge that leads
future problem solving towards better quality plans. Since the
control rules are learned by building explanations from a sin-
gle example, and these explanations are incomplete (as they
do not contemplate all possible scenarios) the rules learned
may be overgeneral [2, 28]. The learned knowledge is refined
incrementally, upon unexpected failures.

Learning is driven by the existence of a better solution and
a failure of the current control knowledge to achieve it. The
learner can actively find the trace corresponding to a better
solution either by letting the problem solver search further, or
by asking a human expert for a better solution and then pro-
ducing a search trace that leads to that solution. The clear-box
approach followed in PRODIGY’s design, i.e. the ability to in-
trospect fully into its decision cycle and thus modify it at will,
allows the learner to notice gaps in the control knowledge and
reason about how to fill these gaps. These gaps correspond
to learning opportunities and arise by finding wrong problem
solving decisions, where search deviated towards the worse
solution. These wrong decisions are due either to a lack of
control knowledge or to wrong or conflicting preferences sug-

gested by the current control rules. Only the opportunities that
appear earlier in the search trace are explored by the learning
mechanism. What is learned depends on the learning oppor-
tunity: if no control knowledge was available, a new control
rule is learned; if conflicting preferences were suggested by
several control rules, a priority between the rules is learned.

The learning process can be seen as a change of representation
from the knowledge about quality encoded on the objective
function into knowledge that the planner may use at problem
solving time, when the plan and search tree are only partially
available. The new control knowledge leads future problem
solving towards better quality plans. We do not claim that
this control knowledge will necessarily guide the planner to
find optimal solutions, but that the quality of the plans will
incrementally improve with experience, as the planner sees
new interesting problems in the domain.

5 Example

In the process planning phase of production manufacturing
plan quality is crucial in order to minimize both resource con-
sumption and execution time. The goal of process planning is
to produce plans formachining parts given their specifications.
We will make use of this domain to illustrate how learning
control knowledge improves plan quality. [8] describes the
implementation of this domain in PRODIGY, concentrating on
the machining, joining, and finishing steps of production man-
ufacturing. The goal is to produce one or more parts according
to certain specifications. An example of a request would be
for a rectangular block of 5”x2”x1” made of aluminum and
with a centered hole of diameter 1/32” running through the
length of the part. In order to perform an operation on a part,
certain set-up operations are required as the part has to be
secured to the machine table with a holding device in certain
orientation (Figure 2 (a)) and in many cases the part has to
be clean and without burrs from preceding operations. The
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Figure 2: (a) An example of set-up in the machining domain
(from [14]). In this example the holding device is a vise, the
machine a drill, and the tool a drill-bit. (b) Dimensions and
sides of a part.



(state (and (diameter-of-drill-bit twist-drill6 9/64)

(material-of part5 ALUMINUM)

(size-of part5 LENGTH 5)

(size-of part5 WIDTH 3)

(size-of part5 HEIGHT 3)...))

(goal ((<part> PART)) (and (size-of <part> HEIGHT 2)

(has-spot <part> hole1 side1 1.375 0.25)))

Figure 3: Example problem, showing the goal and a subset of the initial state.

put-in-drill-spindle drill1 spot-drill1

put-holding-device-in-drill drill1 vise1

clean part5

put-on-machine-table drill1 part5

hold-with-vise drill1 vise1 part5

side1 side2-side5

drill-with-spot-drill drill1 spot-drill1 vise1 part5

hole1 side1 side2-side5

put-tool-on-milling-mach milling-mach1 plain-mill1

release-from-holding-device drill1 vise1 part5

remove-holding-device-from-machine drill1 vise1

put-holding-device-in-milling-mach milling-mach1 vise1

remove-burrs part5 brush1

clean part5

put-on-machine-table milling-mach1 part5

hold-with-vise milling-mach1 vise1 part5 side1 side3-side6

face-mill milling-mach1 part5 plain-mill1 vise1

side1 side3-side6 height 2

put-tool-on-milling-mach milling-mach1 spot-drill1

put-holding-device-in-milling-mach milling-mach1 vise1

clean part5

put-on-machine-table milling-mach1 part5

hold-with-vise milling-mach1 vise1 part5

side1 side3-side6

drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-mach milling-mach1

spot-drill1 vise1 part5 hole1 side1 side3-side6

remove-tool-from-machine milling-mach1 spot-drill1

put-tool-on-milling-mach milling-mach1 plain-mill1

face-mill milling-mach1 part5 plain-mill1 vise1

side1 side3-side6 height 2

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Solution obtained by the planner guided by the current control knowledge. (b) A better solution according to the
evaluation function, input by a human expert.

appropriate tool has to be selected and installed in the machine
as well. Figure 2 (b) shows the specification of the sides and
dimensions of a rectangular part. In the example problem of
Figure 3 the goal is to produce a part with a given height and
with a spot hole on its side1 on certain location. The system
also knows about a domain dependent function that evaluates
the quality of the plans. The one we use in this example is
additive on the plan operators and intends to capture the cost
of the set-up operations required to machine the part. These
operations have different costs as in our model, after [11], tool
changes can be done automatically, while fixturing changes
are usually done by a human operator.

Figure 4 (a) shows the solution obtained by the planner with
the current control knowledge. The orientation in which
a part is held and then machined is given by the side that
faces up, and the pair of sides that face the holding device.
For example, the operation (drill-with-spot-drill drill1

spot-drill1 vise1 part5 hole1 side1 side2-side5) in-
dicates that hole1 will be drilled in part5 on the drill press
drill1 using as a tool spot-drill1, while the part is being
held with its side 1 up, and sides 2 and 5 facing the holding
device, vise1.

Milling machines can be used both to reduce the size of a part,
and to drill holes and spot-holes on it. Therefore this solution
can be improved, according to the evaluation function, by us-
ing the milling machine to drill the spot-hole, and by picking
the same orientation, machine and holding device for the drill
and mill operations so that the part does not have to be released
and held again. These changes correspond at problem-solving
time to an operator decision (drill-with-spot-drill vs

drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-machine) and a bind-
ings decision (bindings for drill-with-spot-drill-in-

milling-machine) 2. In this case a domain expert inputs the
improved solution, shown in Figure 4 (b) and the system pro-
duces a search trace that leads to that solution. As mentioned
above what drives the learning process is the planner’s lack of
knowledge to achieve the better solution, and the existence of
decision points where such knowledge can be used. Next the
learner compares both problem solving traces to find where
the savings come from. In this example, the cost of achieving
the subgoals of drilling the spot-hole is reduced in solution (b)
because part of the set-up is common with the milling opera-
tion. The learner explains why these savings occur and makes
that description operational so it uses knowledge available at
the decision points. The learning mechanism comes up with
the control rules in Figure 5 that guide the planner in the
decisions mentioned above.

6 Empirical Results and Future Work

We have run preliminary experiments to evaluate the solution
quality gained by the use of the learned control knowledge.
Table 1 shows the effect of that knowledge on the solution
cost, according to the above mentioned evaluation function,
over 60 randomly-generated problems in the process planning
domain. The top row corresponds to the cost of the solutions
obtained by the planner when it lacks any quality-enhancing
control knowledge. The bottom row shows the cost of the

2Control rules for goal preferences are learned from other
problems.



(control-rule prefer-drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-machine30

(if (and (current-goal (has-spot <part> <hole> <side> <loc-x> <loc-y>))

(pending-goal (holding <machine> <holding-device> <part> <side> <side-pair>))

(type-of-object <machine> milling-machine)))

(then prefer operator drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-machine drill-with-spot-drill))

(control-rule prefer-bnds-drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-machine31

(if (and (current-goal (has-spot <part> <hole> <side> <loc-x> <loc-y>))

(current-operator drill-with-spot-drill-in-milling-machine)

(pending-goal (holding <machine-4> <holding-device-5> <part> <side> <side-pair-6>))

(or (diff <machine-4> <machine-1>) (diff <holding-device-5> <holding-device-2>)

(diff <side-pair-6> <side-pair-3>))))

(then prefer bindings

((<machine> . <machine-4>) (<holding-device> . <holding-device-5>) (<side-pair> . <side-pair-6>))

((<machine> . <machine-1>) (<holding-device> . <holding-device-2>) (<side-pair> . <side-pair-3>))))

Figure 5: Search control rules learned from the problem in Figure 3.

solutions obtained using the learned control rules. The rules
were learned from a different set of randomly generated prob-
lems. Each column corresponds to a set of 10 problems with
common parameters (number and type of goals, parts, etc). In
many of the training and test problems the planner did not re-
quire control knowledge to obtain a good solution. We expect

Table 1: Quality of the plans obtained for 60 randomly-
generated problems in the process planning domain with and
without using quality-enhancing learned control knowledge.

Problems 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60

Without learned
control knowledge 107 202 190 431 362 413
With learned
control knowledge 91 132 166 372 216 367

more impressive results as the problems get more complex.
In the near future we plan to explore the effect of this learning
mechanism on other domains and on other types of evaluation
functions.

Although this work focuses on plan quality goals, we ac-
knowledge that in the case of intelligent autonomous agents
the learner may have to compromise between goals of the three
types described in Section 2. The availability of a spectrum
of learning mechanisms in PRODIGY [5, 9, 18, 20, 23, 29, 30]

makes possible to explore their interactions and trade-offs.
The agent should be able to reason about its information needs
in a dynamic way and to choose the mechanisms to achieve
them, possibly by explicitly representing learning goals and
reasoning about them.

7 Conclusion

The purpose of a learner is to make changes in a performance
system to do similar tasks more effectively the next time. The
meaning of “more effectively” can be only asserted in the
context of the learner’s goals. Three types of learning goals
have been explored by learners in the context of planning
systems: domain goals, planning efficiency goals, and plan
quality goals. These goals should not occur in isolation if
the purpose is to have an integrated intelligent system. We
have proposed a learning mechanism to satisfy the goal of
producing better plans and presented some promising prelim-

inary results. We believe that this kind of learning goals are
an essential element in transforming planners from research
tools into real-world applications.
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